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They will remain a pledge colony
until April, during which time they
will be under the direct supervision
of the national sorority. In April the
members will be initiated and the
chapter will be installed.
Officers from the national so-
rority who will be on campus for
the ceremony will be Mrs. Wil-
liam L. Avrett Jr., v•ho is Province
I president. Mrs. Avrett is ad-
visor to collegiate chapters, and
will work with the chapter in
the future. With her will be Mrs.
Arthur Cope, National Secretary
and Director of Extension.
Gamma Chi Alpha was founded on
May 23, 1957 by Judith Clark Rankin
and Rheta Colwell. Kay Baldwin
Reedy. Joy Lymburner, Anita Frisbie,
Joanne Keith and Nancy Winter
made up the rest of the seven original
members. At the present Gamma Chi
lpha has 33 members. The sorority
was granted permission in August to
petition Alpha Chi Omega for mem-
bership.
Alpha Chi Omega itself is one
of the oldest and strongest na-
tional sororities. It was founded
at DePauw University, Green.
eastle, Indiana, on October 15,
1885, and at the present it has
83 active chapters. The sorority
stresses scholarship, leadership
and student activities a g other
things.
There are only four other chapters
of Alpha Chi Omega in the New
England area. They are at Syracuse
University. University of Vermont.
University of New Hampshire and
University of Rhode Island.
Anita Frisbie, president of
Gamma Chi Alpha, said, "The
sorority would like to thank the
Panhellenic Council and all the
individual sororities for all the
4113
.414.10"
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Not the phantom apple picker, but one of the many students andfaculty members participating in the annual fall apple harvest, isLewis Weeks, Jr., Instructor of English. (Stafl photo by Banning)
Gamma Chi's To Become
Alpha Chi Omega's Soon
The University's local sorority Gamma Chi Alpha, officiallybecomes a chapter of Alpha Chi Omega national sorority in apledging ceremony at the University next Saturday night.
help given them during the past
year."
Officers of the sorority are: presi-
dent, Anita Frisbie; vice president,
Nancy Winter; recording secretary,
Jolean Gagnon; corresponding secre-
tary, Esther Jordan; treasurer, Kath-
leen Sullivan; assistant treasurer, Ann
Sheldrick; rush chairman, Carolyn
Rothwell; assistant rush chairman,
Nancy Morse; social chairman, Rena
Hilton; activities chairman, Gail Saun-
ders; warden, Janey Wilson; chaplain,
Norma Currie; historian, Joanne
Keith; philanthropic chairman, Rena
Hilton; parliamentarian, Betty Denni-
han; publicity, Grace Young; and
Panhellenic Council representative.
Kay Hainer. Advisor to the group is
Mrs. Geddes Simpson of Orono. her-
self a member of the Eta chapter of
Alpha Chi Omega at Bucknell.
Press Box
Wiring
Damaged
Vandals damaged communication
wires leading to the press box at
Alumni Field late last Friday night
or early Saturday morning, according
to Francis S. McGuire, director of
plant facilities.
The semi-portable ticket booth was
damaged to the extant of approximate-
ly $25., he said.
McGuire estimated that the wiring
would cost about $40. to $50. to re-
place. Emergency repairs on the wir-
ing were made Saturday morning, he
said, so that the football game in the
afternoon could be broadcast as sched-
uled.
Police Patrol Apple Orchard;
Scientific Records Threatened
The University's apple orchard is patrolled by campus police nights and weekends for the firsttime this year in an attempt to curb the disappearance of fruit which is ruining the yield records of
experiments conducted there, according to John Stewart, dean of men.
"Anyone caught removing apples he said, "and those records are kept when people have removed the fruit."from the orchard will be subject to to help in determining the amount of The apple orchard yields about 3000disciplinary action by the Committee yield which a new fertilizer, or some to 4000 bushels of fruit each year,
on Discipline," he said. other experiment run on the tree, will Eggert said.
"It will cost the University about make." At present the University does not$500 to $600 to guard the orchard At present there are three controlled have storage facilities for the har-for the five week harvesting period," experiments in process at the orchard. vested crop, according to Eggert.
said Francis McGuire, director of "One is measuring the yield of trees Construction begins this week on stor-plant facilities, to see if it increases by use of an inter- age facilities for about 500 bushels,
"In one weekend last year, which stock, which is the stem piece between he said, to be used for teaching work.
we checked, we lost 150 bushels of the root system and the variety," he The University sells the crop, afterpicked fruit. We have n6 idea of the said. "The other two experiments both the experimental records are made,
amount of unpicked fruit which was have to do with fertilizers. In one through a Massachusetts broker, pri-taken the same weekend," said Frank- experiment we are using a spray-on manly, he said, so that the collegelin P. Eggert, head of the Department variety of fertilizer to see if it in- would not run competition with local
of Horticulture. creases the yield, and on the other, orchard owners in this area. The cropEggert stressed that the apple or- we are using a nitrogen fertilizer to sells for $4,000 to S8,000 depending
chard is run for scientific experimental find its effect on the yield and color on the marketing season, he said.
use and when crop is removed from of fruit." The horticulture department, whichthe orchard the control of experiments The apple orchard is also used as an oversees the orchard, is presentlyis ruined, experimental laboratory for horticul- establishing another orchard of 5
"The yield of each individual tree ture courses," Eggert said. "Some ex- acres, which will begin to yield ais picked and measured every year," ercises have been completely destroyed crop in 6 or 7 years, he said.
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Plan Take Cover Exercise
For Civil Defense Alert
A "take cover phase" of the proposed state-wide civil defense
alert will take place on the University of Maine campus on Octo-
ber 9. The entire program will continue throughout the state on
October 10, 11, and 12.
At a meeting on September 29. at Sin.:e it is the wish of the eoni-
which home directors, dormitory rep- mittee that this alert take plaze unizr
resentatives, and the civil defense normal conditions, the academic build-
committee were present, the folloino ings will be locked as usual. The stu-
program was established for the "take dents will be directed to the nearest
cover.- open building.
At 6:00 that evening, a warn-
ing whistle of three minutes will
be blown from the steam plant
whistle.
At 6:33, the take cover •.ignal —
:short blasts of the whistle will sig:-,a1
all participants to their designated
areas.
Campus Chief of Police, Steve
Gould, and Chief Roger Taylor
of the volunteer firemen. with
their crews, will patrol the C3111.
pus roads during the alert.
When the 6:30 b:a.st is
dormitories will be sop.;• -•
prc,e1.- rs, house directors
assistants. Those men living in Hart,
Dunn. Corbett and Oak will move to
the inner corridors of the dormitories.
The Hannibal Hamlin residents will
move to the basement.
In the vvomen's dorms, the members
of Estabrooke and Balentine will
move to the basements, and those liv-
ing in Stodder. Chadbourne and Col-
vin will remain in the inner corridors.
The purpose of the di,ainetion
between corridors and basements
is to study the reactions of people
in temporary confinement. They
intend to find if there is any dif-
ference in reaction to the corridor
and basenient confinement.
(.1-o7m:inued on niqc Tm eh(-)
NEW CAMPUS STAFF MEMBERS receive training in newspaper procedure at the Campus office aspart of a Workshop Program given on Thursday evenings. Phyllis Warren, make-up editor (right), isde lllll nstrating her job to (left to right) Joanne Manning, Carol Pollard, and Harold McGuire.
(Staff photo by Banning)
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Maine Masque Theatre
Entertains New Students
13 Ilal Maguire. Jr.
Campus Theater Critic
Faculty members and students who attended the annual Maine
Masque Theatre open house Wednesday evening at the Little
Theatre were rewarded with an evening of fine entertainment and
comraderie.
David Robinson. president of the
Masque, was the master of ceremonies
and presented the several acts on the
prcgram.
Robinson also told those pres-
ent of the activities and aims of
the Maine Masque and invited all
students to participate in some
phase of these activities.
Carole Allen, striking in a formal
blue gown, delighted the audience with
her clear alto rendition of the popular
Out of My Dreams from Oklahoma.
She was accompanied at the piano by
the master of ceremonies.
Sylvia Curran lived up to the ex-
cellent reputation she has made for
herself at Maine in the field of speech
and drama. She convulsed her audi-
ence with her skillful character
sketches done in monologlie.
A particular favorite was her
hilarious account of the reactions
of a talkative spinster-lady who
finds an unwelcome gentleman
caller in her bathtub.
Miss Curran later displayed a facet
of her abilities previously hidden at
Maine when she teamed up with Hal
Maguire, Jr.. in an amusing song-
and-dance routine which w as greeted
with laughter and applause. She was
charmingly feminine as she swung her
mink scarf in careless abandon as
she danced. The choreography of
this dance was cleverly worked out by
Joyce-marie Crockett and Calvin
T:13mas. The piano accompaniment
wa; recorded by Nonni Hilchey.
A good job of pantomiming was
done by Suzanne Dunn, Donald Bil-
let% Beatrice Reynolds, Henry Gold-
stein, and William Hanson.
This group of thespians cre-
r.ted a lively illusion, sans scenery,
of a family trip to visit a mar-
ried daughter. Directed by Han-
son, these actors turned in clever
interpretations.
A masterful and beautifully exe-
cuted interpretive dance. directed and
ALA
led by Br on Avery, was moving,
suspenseful. and sensitive. It served
to show new students and faculty
guests a degree of refinement of capa-
bilities the Masque Theatre can de-
velop in its active members.
In the dance group were Louenna
Kostenbauder. Alan Chapman, Fred
Variacchio. Sidney Baker, Eliot Rich,
Eric Krapovichy. and William John-
son.
Emotion in red—Among those participating in an interpretive dance
entitled "Emotion in Red" at the Maine Masque Theatre Open
House Wednesday evening were (left to right) Louenna Kosten-
bander, Eliot Rich, Sidney Baker, and Byron Avery.Bowdoin Professor 
Speaks October 5
Professor Louis 0. Coxe of the
English Department of Bowdoin Col-
lege w ill be the first speaker in the
"Lecture in the Humanities" program
to be presented at the University of
Maine during the 1958-59 school
year. Prof. Coxe will lecture on the
subject. "Herman Melville and the
Problem of Evil- on Sunday after-
noon. October 5, at 4 p.m. in the
Memorial Union.
Professor Coxe is co-author of the
stage version of Melville's "Billy
Bud.- He will discuss why Melville
was interested in humanity's inclina-
tion to do evil, often with no appar-
ent motive.
People Say —
"Ifo,i Ca" it al PARK'S'
KEYS MADE
While You Wait.
PARK'S HARDWARE& VARIETY
Mill Street Orono, Maine
KIMBALL & MARCH°
TEXACO STATION
53 Main St.
ORONO, ME.
24 Hr. Wrecking Service
Tel. 6-4412
COTS
BEDS
CHESTS
BOOKCASES
MATTRESSES
At Down to Earth Prices!
Budget Terms
The Little Store with the Big Value
Economy Furniture Outlet
R ii ( )1( I
AAA
Group To Plan Parent's Day
Twelve University faculty, adminis-
tration and students have been ap-
pointed by President Lloyd H. Elliott
to make arrangements for the annual
Freshman Parents Day. The date
for this year's Parents Day has been
set for Saturday, October 25.
Charles E. Crossland, vice presi-
dent of the administration, is to serve
as chairman of the committee. Frank
W. Myers will represent the College
of Education; Professor Walter W.
Turner of the electrical engineering
department, the College of Technol-
ogy; Professor Leslie Whitton of the
horticulture department, the College
of Agriculture, and Professor Herbert
Wood of the history department, the
College of Arts and Sciences.
James A. Harmon, director of ad-
missions, Nelson B. Jones, director
of Memorial Union; John E. Stewart,
dean of men; Edith G. Wilson, dean
of women; and William C. Wells,
director of dormitories and dining
halls, are the other staff members
serving on the committee.
TEP Continues
Its Activities
Rumors to the effect that Tau Epsi-
lon Phi house will close because of
lack of resident brothers were called
"false" by Harvey Hillson, TEP co-
advisor. "In fact," said Hillson, "at a
meeting of the Tau Epsilon Phi Hold-
ing Company Tuesday, September 30,
it was not only voted to continue the
activity of the house but further plans
for expansion were also made."
According to John E. Stewart, Dean
of Men, if there were any possibility
of a house closing, he would have to
be notified. Dean Stewart received no
such notification in this case.
TEP has a small quota of 22 men
They need at least 20 residents to
break even financially. This year, it
was believed that there would be
only 16. It was later found that there
would be 18 men living in, possibly
20, said Hillson.
Prism Pictures To Be
Arranged Tomorrow
All juniors and junior trans-
fers are to pick up their Prism
picture appointments tomorrow in
the Memorial Union Lobby from
9-11:30 a.m. and 14 p.m.
Pictures will be taken next week
at the designated times. A $2.00
deposit is necessary before a pic-
ture can be taken.
Your Exclusive Arrow Dealer In Old Town
A. J. GOLDSMITH
50 years of service to U. of M. students
You're always ready
for a date...
thanks to Arrow
Wash and Wear
Your timing is a3 neat as your ap-
pearance when the shirt is a new
Arrow Wash and Wear. No wait-
ing for the laundry. Just suds—
drip-dry—and you're ready to go!
Economical, too . . . your allow-
ance goes further.
Carefully tailored by Arrow of
100% cotton oxford and broad-
cloth. Choice of collar styles in
whites, stripes, checks, solids. $4.00
up. Underwear by Arrow, too.
Cluett, Peabody Co., Inc.
first in fashion
FOR ARROW SHIRTS IN BANGOR
THE  POINTS TO
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Plan Radiocommunication
Course Here For R.O.T.C.
Colonel B. V. Bryant, PMST, an-
nounced that there is a strong inter-
est in forming a course in radiocom-
munication at the University of Maine
for R.O.T.C. students.
The coordinator for the ham
radio station and training pro-
gram will be Major Jose Colon-
Tirado, who is a licensed ham
radio operator.
This program will be conducted
under the supervision of the Military
Affiliate Radio System (MARS) which
is an organization of and for licensed
amateur radio operators who are in-
terested in military communication.
Such a course in radiocom-
munication would include instruc-
tion in the International Morse
code, actual operation and basic
theory of radiotelegraph and
radiotelephone transmitters and
receivers, and a basic understand-
ing of the procedures involved in
the art of radio communication.
After completing the course, the
students will receive a ham radio op-
erator's license. This license will
make the students eligible for mem-
bership in MARS, thus receiving such
benefits as acquiring excess and ob-
solete electronic communications
equipment and supplies for experi-
mentation. modification, and canni-
To Show '56 Olympics
A movie entit:ed, The '56
Olympics—Track and Field" will
be shown Thursday, October 2,
at 7:00 p.m. in the Bangor Room
of the Union. The narrator will
be either Coach Jenkins or Coach
Styrna. There will be no admis-
sion charge and everyone is in-
vited.
balization, and receiving credits for
participation towards promotion and
retirement in the Reserve Military
Program if they are military reser-
vists.
Although the program will at
present include only R.O.T.C.
students, it will probably be ex-
panded to include other interest-
ed students.
PIZZA - PIZZA- PIZZA
FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
To assure you of uniformity and good quality the year round
Pat has just received his winter supply of
Pizza Sauce-500 Cases
Pull out your slide rule and this will give you
70,000 PIZZAS
HURRY AND GET YOURS!
Visit PAT'S Separate & Modern Pizza Room
A Good Place to Bring Your Dates
Spaghetti and Meat Balls 5-7 P.M.
6-3302 if busy-4466
Tyroliers Give Concert
[he Gay Tyroliers from the Aus-
trian Tyrol wil open the University
concert series on October 21, Profes-
sor Lewis H. Niven, chairman of the
University concert committee and
head of the department of music, an-
nounced this week.
The group will present a variety
show of instrumental and vocal mu-
sic, dramatics, and acrobatic effects,
and dances for which the Tyrol is
known throughout the world. The
Gay Tyroliers have been given enthu-
siastic press reviews. This will be
their third tour of the United States
and Canada.
In 1951, an amateur group of Aus-
trians, under the title of Visitors from
Vienna gave a concert at the Univer-
sity. Their colorful and interesting
program drew a near capacity audi-
ence in the Memorial Gymnasium,
which called for many encores.
The Tyroliers are professionals
whose interpretation of hundreds of
years of authentic music and dance
of the Tyrol has been passed down
from father to son.
University students will be admitted
to the concert by showing their ID
cards. Faculty, staff and friends may
purchase season tickets for the three
concerts or may pay admission at the
door.
In February the New Orleans Phil-
harmonic Orchestra will appear as
the second feature of the University
series, which will conclude with the
annual Nftlic Night in April.
Need a Baud?
MUSIC FOR ANY OCCASION
Houseparties
Post game jam sessions
Pledge formals
Campus organizations
etc.
Les Nadeau and his Society Band
Style suited to your satisfaction
Phone Orono 6-4465
Do You Think for Yourself ?(.„7.17-SELTLEZ;J:j.)
Familiar
pack or
crush-
proof
box.
Do you often dislike doing favors for
others, even though you tell yourself
you enjoy it?
Do you refuse to worry about things
you can't do anything about?
Would you be completely at ease if
you found yourself suddenly in the
spotlight at a social gathering?
Would you vote for establishing an
international language other
than English?
• -47-7,0-
•saa.1
YES 
11
NO Eli
:YES El NO
YES 7
 
NO ID
YES n
 NO El
Can you compete with another person YES NO
• without feeling hostile?
Do you ever say things you don't
believe, just to start a discussion? YES L=} NO [::1
When you're very hungry, do you like yes
NO Elto try out strange foods?
Do you enjoy being called upon as an yes n
NO
umpire to settle disputes?
The Man Who Thinks for Himself
ONLY VICEROY HAS AKnows... THINKING MAN'S FILTER ...
A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
Not answer this one: Do you really think about
the .11 cer cigarette you choose? YES_ NO
If your answer is "Yes"... well, you're the kind
of person who thinks for himself. You can be
depended on to use judgment in everything you do.
The fact is, men and women who really think for
themselves usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
Best in the world. They know for a fact that
only VICEROY—no other cigarette—has a
thinking man's filter and a smoking man's taste.
aF YOU HAVE ANSWERED 101 TO 6 OF
THESE QUESTIONS, YOU ARE A PERSON
WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF!
C1555. Raman & Williamson Tobwoo Corp.
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Leadership Plans—The Leadership Conference Committee, appoint-
ed by the General Student Senate, will coordinate and plan activities
for the Conference to be held October 11 and 12. Members are
(left to right) Alice Lane, Chairman, Don Marquis, Elaine Marquis,
and Norine Hunt. (Stall photo by Banning)
Observe Communion
On Sunday. October 5, Christians
in all parts of the world will sit down
together in the observance of World
Wide Holy Communion. Students at
Maine are invited to participate in this
special observance at the M.C.A. ser-
vices in the Little Theatre.
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New Rink Is Being Built
A new ice-skating rink is now be-
ing constructed across the highway
from and to the west of Sigma Nu
and Beta Theta Pi Fraternity Houses.
The new pond will include an area
125 ft. by 200 ft. for recreation and
another area of the same size for
hockey. A small parking area is being
built adjacent to it.
Francis S. McGuire, director of
plants and facilities, reports that com-
pletion depends on the weather. "We
hope to have it done for the skating
season this year," he says.
The rink is planned to have light-
ing similar to that of the old skating
pond. The exact cost is not known
presently, but the original allotment
is $2,000, he said.
The new rink will replace the pond
near the spot where the Maine Outing
Club Cabin stood. The new men's
dorinitcry will be located on the site
of the old skating pond.
Five members of the Class of 1906,
University of Maine, are listed in
"Who's Who In America."
Hi - Fi Shop
Welcomes Students
RECORDS — 331/3 — 45 — 78
POPULAR — CLASSICAL — JAZZ — CHILDREN'S
WE SPECIALIZE IN
Hi-Fi Phonographs—Record Players—Radios—Accessories
HI-Fl SHOP
BANGOR'S MOST MODERN RECORD SHOP
66 Post Office Square Bangor, Me.
ENGLISH: stow train engine
ENGLISH: periodical for witches
THINKLISM: POKOMOTIVE
THINKLISH: 
MAGAZINE
ENGLISH: a
of giving gratuities
THINKLISH: 
TIPLOMACY
Lucky Strike presents
KI 11
the funniest, easiest way yet to make money!
PUT IN A GOOD WORD AND MAKE $25!
© 4 7 CO
Speak English all your life and what does
it get you? Nothing! But start speaking
Thinklish and you may make $25! Just
put two words together to form a new (and
much funnier) one. Example: precision
flight of bumblebees: Swarmation. (Note:
the two original words form the new
one: swarm ± formation.) We'll pay $25
each for the hundreds and hundreds of
new Thinklish words judged best—and
we'll feature many of them in our college
ads. Send your Thinklish words (with
English translations) to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose
name, address, college or university, and
class. And while you're at it, light up a
Lucky. Get the full, rich taste of fine to-
bacco, the honest taste of a Lucky Strike.
Get the genuine article
Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
Ptvdud of ck. aft tetieare ceireaceo-erresrais —"crofacco- is our middle name
I1 B 110I USEJ OF HI0TS U
FRI., SAT., SUN., MON.
"THE HUNTERS"
COLOR AND CINEMASCOPE
ROBERT MITCHUM
ROBERT WAGNER
MAY BRITT
RICHARD EGAN
TUES., WED., THUR.
DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM
"GIFT OF LOVE"
COLOR AND CINEMASCOPE
LAUREN BACALL
ROBERT STACK
Plus
"HELL ON DEVIL'S
ISLAND"
ararammamarimilmir
BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
"A GOOD SPOT TO RELAX"
STARTS SAT. FOR
1 BIG WEEK
In Cinemascope &
Technicolor
"D 1NKEE"
starring
TAB HUNTER
GWEN VERDUN
Every song and every scene
that made the show
Broadway's greatest
STRAN
THEATRE
OLD
Curtain
TOWN
at 6:45 P.M.
D
WED., TIIUR., OCT. 1,2
A FAREWELL TO ARMS"
in COLOR AND CINEMASCOPE
with
ROCK HUDSON
JENNIFER JONES
FRI., SAT., OCT. 3, 4
"THIS ANGRY AGE"
with
ANTHONY PERKINS
Plus
"WILD HERITAGE"
with WILL ROGERS, JR.
Fri.—Matinee starting at 1:45
SUN., MON., TUES., OCT. 5, 6, 7
"KINGS GO FORTH"
with
TONY CURTIS
FRANK SINATRA
NATALIE WOOD
Plus
"HOUSE THAT JACK
BUILT"
Sun.—continuous starting at
3 p.m.
Sun. and all Holidays—
Matinee 1:45 p.m.
Evening show-6:45 p.m.
Orono,
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milk at
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modern
members
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LET'S GET ACQUAINTED—Hungry co-eds pick up hot-dogs and
milk at the annual Women's Athletic Association picnic held on the
Women's athletic field yesterday afternoon. Demonstrations in
modern dancing, tumbling, and square dancing were given by the
members of clubs. (By staff photographer Mary Hall).
BAkaigkofU
cotton blouse
Plaids and Paisleys
$2.98 — $5.98
A tremendous selection of
TYCORA and
Bulk Knit Sweaters
ALL CAMPUS FAVORITES
$5.98 to $14.95
Smiley's
58 Main Street Bangor, Maine
AWS Plans Activities For The Year
Marianne Schmidt
Joellen Anderson, President of the Associated Women Students, stated that
of Council this year Is to provide an effectile, student-manutred Judicial Board
This Judicial Board, headed by
Chief Justice Judy Adams, has
already begun to function as a
whole in dealing with women stu-
dent disciplinary cases. Any cases
involving infraction of A.W.S.
rules, such as the accumulation
of six A.W.S. demerits or lateness
cases are reviewed by the Board.
The Judicial Board is invested
with the power to help the parti-
cular woman student in any man-
ner fitting the individual case.
All such proceedings are kept
strictly confidential.
Members of the Judicial board
were elected by woman students
last spring. Voting members in-
clude: seniors, Betty Hyndman,
Nancy Roberts, and Judy Webster;
juniors, Barbara York, Sandra
Samway, and Janet Fletcher and
sophomores Helen Brown and Ann
Corbett. Non-voting members are
ex-officio, Joellen Anderson, a
freshman A.W.S. representative
as yet undetermined, and secre-
KCIDL ANSWER
UORA EGGS HIS
IINES
LEGPULLER
LOOT UMP
SPA
TRI R FRESHED
EDNA '7*-K-::- ETUDE
ROAR ----=---.7* TES
L „ C R
A@1IE `-' -4 A D 01:1N
SHUN VI R U PIIIE
TOGETHER SETA
RIG REGISTRAR
ACE ABASE EMIL
LED MELEE SLY
Switch 
-From I-lots
io Snow Fresh KMx
one of the main plans
for women students.
tary, Laurel Hoyt
At Tuesday's meeting, Council
also discussed the second half of
this year's program which con-
sists of the division of Council
into such groups as a Standards
Board, an Activities Board, and
a House President's Council. Each
subdivision would be responsible
to Council as a whole unit.
The Standards Boards would
make efforts to promote the high-
est standards of honor and
integrity in all matters of per-
sonal conduct along with the
aim to create a positive attitude
among women students to uphold
these standards.
The Activities Board would
handle the activities of women's
student government and increase
the distribution of responsibility
and student participation. These
aims might include the establish-
ment of a point system whereby
a student would be limited as to
the number of campus activities
which she may Join.
Finest Portable Manufactured
49 Park St.
Students' Discount
W. Sell All Makes
Sales k Service
J. H. GASS
OFFICE SPECIALTY CO.
Bangor, Maine
Tel. 2-6789
because so many of you have asked for them...
CUT RATE
Main St. 6-3541 Orono
now carries a complete line of.
ttxmoocool
'112/w/
TUSSY DEODORANTS
Cream steps odor
24 hours; checks
perspiration.
Won't acid.
damage skin or
clothes. 50*
and $1.
Stick cools odor
away. Woa't
acid-damage
either. For travel,
work. $1.
14tws ostato•O
; Vas',
TUSSY CREAMY MASQUE
A triple-action
blackhead
treatment that
cleans, clears
and rushes young
color back to
your skin.
In $1., $1.75 and
$3. sizes.
• •
TUSSY MOISTURE CREAM
AND LOTION
"24 hour active
moisturizers"
that never let
your skin dry out.
Help your skin
look the age you
want to tell.
In $3. or $5.
sizes.
MEDICARE SET AND STICK
TUSSY
A 2-step set that
helps heal and
conceal teenage
skin problems
instantly. $2.
Handy stick to
carry with you.
$1. Both tax free.
nor pima sae.
3
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Editorials
Theater Trip Boosts Maine
- The MAINE CAMPUS extends its congratulations to the mem-
bers of t he bikine Masque and its director, Professor Herschel
!Wicker, who have been chosen to tour Europe this spring under
the sponsorshiP'Of the pitted Service Organization and the American
Education Theatre Ass6clation.
' 'The Vnivers•ity and tilt state can well take pride in this accom-
plistfritent7 .It is etw'honor which we would like to see more of at
Maine. It seems a fitting honor in view of the success that the
ciasque has enjoyed over, the years.
This sort of recognitiott will put the University of Maine "on the
map" in theater circles, especially in places where the theater is
studied. Audiences in Germany and the other countries where the
Mauve will appear will hear of Maine and see its representatives
perform. A large number of the audiences will be Americans.
• It is gratifyiai.that this university will mean something
more than a Stein444044, good football team, and an excellent
department of engineering. Maine is sending out its contribution
to the arts, an 11/ortor mega schools never get in this way.
• We hope thbethis will mean a new spark of interest in the
theater and the atts, geserelly, at Maine, for this is an example of
what can be accolitplisiseek Despite its rather extended schedule
on the road this yea: the Maine Masque will perform on the campus
as in years past. The quality of its work can be in little doubt.
This is an opportunity far 'those who are always complaining about
the "cultural back-wssb" tbat this part of Maine really is.
Since we will probably not have another chance, we would like
.to say an early "Bon Voyage" to the Maine Masque.
Taxpayers' Money Wasted
It must be a pleasant experience for the several enlisted men of
the United States Army who are stationed at the University of
Maine and who have been sent here to help with the training of the
men who will shortly be their superiors to see those men wearing an
Army uniform as though it were made for degrading as much as pos-
sible. It seems as though these potential officers are trying to look as
bad as possible and most succeed to a remarkable degree. This situa-
tion may not be quite as bad as it seems in light of the fact that
very rarely is an advanced student seen in any uniform but what
is strictly correct and "squared-away". There is only one conclu-
sion that can be drawn from this: If the advanced men can take
the responsibility for keeping sharp, why can't the junior men follow
the example?
Who is responsible for this? At some schools this would not
be tolerated by either senior students or permanent military person-
nel at the school. It looks to us as if the program is here to stay,
Is not appreciated, and as little cooperation as possible is going to be
given.
When one considers the amount of money that the Defense
Department must be spending at this University alone, it is certainly
odd that a little more effort is not expected, and, by means of
discipline, received. The uniform of the R.O.T.C. is no less a regu-
lation uniform than any other. When those who are not connected
with the government except in a tax-paying capacity see some of the
uniform violations here, they must wonder just how efficiently their
tax money is being spent. Some of the cases look as though they
never would turn into even half-decent officers.
Next time you come running away from your weekly drill, tearing
your tie off and unbuttoning your blouse, stop and remember that
you are still wearing a uniform and remember what that uniform
means.
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Mail Bag 
Picture Noted
To the Editor:
The Interfraternity Council rul-
ed last spring that seat-saving by
fraternities was permissible pro-
viding that fraternity men not
deny seats to any member of the
student body. It was felt by the
IFC that fraternity cheering blocs
were to be desired as important
links to a traditional chain-Maine
Spirit.
Provisions were made by the IFC
to cope with violators of this pri-
vilege.
According to Bill Cook's editor-
ial, "Fraternity Courtesy Noted"
in last week's CAMPUS, the seat-
saving privilege was violated at
the football rally September 19.
Yet no official protest was regis-
tered to the IFC. If there was a
violation, may I be the first to
apologize for the fraternity sys-
tem. Had the violation been re-
ported to the Council I can assure
you that appropriate action would
have been taken against the fra-
ternity or fraternities involved.
IFC members have expressed
concern with the manner in which
the editorial painted the situation
and fraternity life in general. I
am being realistic when I dis-
agree with the editorial's asser-
tion that " . . . the fraternity
system at Maine . . . is not as
strong as it has been in the past."
Seventeen fraternities embraced
294 Greeks here last year. Many
hold positions of respect on cam-
pus. Fraternity men and their
dates and wives watched 41 foot-
ball players scramble Rhode Is-
land Saturday. Thirty-six of the
forty-one players belong to fra-
ternities. Leading cheers were
the Campus Mayor-a fraternity
man-and the cheerleadine corps,
the majority of whom are members
of fraternal groups-sororitiee.
Combined with a large freshman
delegation in the East bleachers.
I think it is safe to asseme that
fraternities led the periodic dis-
plays of Maine Spirit.
The use of the "gag" shot under
the editorial was uncalled for, and
deplorable. The picture was an
obvious and effective attempt to
degrade fraternity men. The im-
plication was that arguments be-
tween Houses could be settled only
by force, by a policeman's club.
At the admission of the security
officer who was depicted as
"maintaining peace", the picture
was posed and was a joke. The
resulting bad publicity could low-
er the prestige of fraternities, on
and off-campus. The CAMPUS has
wide circulation among friends
and alumni who might take the
picture at its face value. The
completely erroneous CAMPUS
article involving the natlonal and
local standing of one of our fra-
ternities last Spring was taken for
its face value by alumm and
friends.
This is no joke.
The IFC would fight for free-
dom of the press were that free-
dom threatened at Maine. The
right to editorialize on any sub-
ject is recognized. But moral and
legal limitations to any freedom
exist. The power of the press to
create false impressions and de-
viate from the factual is not in
keeping with proper exercise of
freedom of the press.
Contrary to the tone of he
editorial, may I emphasize that
we are University of Maine men
first, and fraternity men second.
We are not, have not been and
1%111 never be, at war with the
wit of the student body or the
campus gendarmes!
Fraternally yours,
Don Cookson
President, IFC
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
s-st
UNCIER5TAND THI DEAN HAD 1-11M 5L1SPENOE0 FOR THE
RE5T OF ¶14 TERM."
The Lute Tuner
Sign Up Here For U.M.C.A.A.A.N.
by Nonni Hilchey
Life looks SO clear in retro-
spect. What we did, why we did
it, and in what ways we were
wrong or right are common
thoughts in reflection.
A minute facet of our past life
is concerned with the years that
we have spent on this campus.
Our recollections will always be
a source of laughter or sadness as
long as we live.
A more minute part of our col-
lege days and our past in general
is our extra-curricular life-cam-
pus organizations.
On every college and university
campus there is an organization
for every known interest and field
of study. When confronted with
propaganda. interest blanks, mem-
bership cards, and fees, a new
student can be as hopelessly con-
fused as a senior, who may pen-
der how he ever got into a "ten-
meeting-a-week" schedule.
Look at it this way: His major
course has a club to join-he is
sure to benefit; his religious de-
nomination has another group to
which he wants to belong; he is
urged to "get out of the dorm and
socialize"-don't go "gung-ho"
but don't be a "grind". He is
appointed to a Senate committee
and asked to serve on a special
week-end committee. He is snow-
ed. He is sure that he can keep
his head above water, hut is not
sure that he won't need artificial
respiration by June.
This article is not intended to
down extra-curricular activity OR
campus organizations. These
groups fill the definite need of
personality expression and fulfill-
ment of interest. It is now at
the point, however, where some
people go overboard and others
don't go at all.
With this influx of groups and
people, there are the certain few
who can't seem to find one organ-
ization in over 100 into which they
will lit.
I wish to propose a solution for
these people-the U.M.C.A.A.A.N.
Any one who is familiar with al-
phabet soup could easily discern
these initials as meaning the
University of Maine Chapter of the
American Association for Abso-
lutely Nothing.
Here is an organization with a
new twist. Membership is open
to absolutely anybody, dues amount
to nothing and its only aims are
to sublimate nothing. This sounds
like the perfect social pastime for
the blase, sophisticated senior
girl (unpinned, of course); the
cynical, snide veteran who never
could understand why he is here
in the first place; and the under-
paid instructor who should have
gone into under-water conch shell
°lying instead of higher eduea-
Von.
According to one of the perpe-
trators of this soon-to-be-famous
group, the meeting time and the
names of the officers are not yet to
be announced. The president, the
name of whom we are not able to
reveal yet, assured us that the
meetings will be either weekly.
bi-weekly, monthly, or bi-monthly.
All interested persons should
contact the membership secretary
of the U.M.C.A.A.A.N., who inciden-
tally, is not known at this time
either.
More Mail 
Bennett Corrects Article
Dear Editor:
This has been a trying week.
Because of one rather long mis-
quote you published concerning
my Washington trip, the Depart-
ment of History and Government
has twice demanded my resigna-
tion, the man who picks up the
laundry has given me a lecture
on The Constitution of the United
States (Article 1, Section 3), and
Senator Payne has demanded that
I turn in my Hoover button. In
last week's CAMPUS I was mis-
quoted as saying that United
States Senators (including corn-
mittee chairmen) averaged be-
tween 20 and 30 years of age.
The Constitution requires that
a Senator must be at least 30
years old. The current average
age of the members of the Senate
is in the high 60s. My actual
statement was that Senate and
committee staff members averaged
about 30.
Some weeks you have to look at
things philosophically. I still have
my Alt Landon button, anyway.
Sincerely,
Richard Bennett
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Nathan Rich
Dies After
Brief Illness
Nathan H. Rich, Jr., associate
professor of agricultural engineer-
ing. died Saturday morning in a
Bangor hospital after a short ill-
ness.
A graduate of the University
of Maine in 1940, Professor Rich
joined the staff of i'kn University
In 1941. In 1944. Rich was in-
structor of Mechanical engineer-
ing at the Thayer School of
Engineering, Dertmouth College.
In 1945, he rejoined the staff at
the University of Maine.
Profes(!or Rich was a member
of the American Society of Agri-
cultural Engineers, the American
Society of Engineering Education
and a member of Olive Branch
Lodge, AF and AM of Charleston,
Maine. He was advisor to the
student branch of the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers.
At this time, two of Professor
Rich's children are attending the
University of Maine. Nathan, III
Is a member of the class of
1959 and Rosemary is a mem-
ber of the class of 1962. Another
son. Stuart is a junior at Old
Town High School.
Services were held at the Orono
Methodist church on Monday. Sept.
29. Interment s in 1rd Ceme-
tery,, Charleston, Maine.
The Politics and International
Relations Club will present a
panel discussion, "The Formosa
Problem", Thursday, October 9.
at 7:30 in the Louis Oakes Room
of the Library.
Tin: MAINE CAMPUS
Pqev
Theater Tickets Are On Sale
Professor Herschel Bricker of
the Speech Department has an-
nounced that season tickets for
Maine Masque Theatre produc-
tions are now on sale and are
available at 330 Stevens Hall.
Four plays will be presented
during the school year. One-
semester tickets are priced at
$2.00 and full season tickets at
$3.50.
The first play to be offered by
the Masque this season will be
"Damn Yankees". Tryouts for this
play will be held at 7 o'clock to-
night and Sunday night in the
Little Theatre in the Administra-
tion Building. Final tryouts will
be held Monday evening at 7 o'clock
in the same place.
There is a possibility that
"Damn Yankees" will be the play
with which the Maine Masque will
tour Europe this winter
Although only members of the
Junior and Senior classes will be
permitted to make this trip,
freshmen and sophomores as well
may tryout for the campus pro-
duction of the play.
VISIT ANDREWS FOE EVERYTHING IN
H141 HIGH FIDELITY
COMPONENTS
BOGEN, FISHER, ELECTRO-
VOICE GARRARD, Amplifi-
ers, Speakers, Enclosures,
Turntables. Hear them all on
the Audio Comparator in our
special SOUND ROOM. Audi-
ophile. Net Prices.
RECORDS!
ANDREWS
PHONOGRAPHS
The MAGNIFICENT
MAGNAVOX
and many other completely
assembled packaged units.
Wide variety of sizes and
furniture styles.
Jazz, Classical,
Hit Parade, Mood Music.
Many at Sale Prices.
' MUSIC
HOUSE
"THE HOUSE OF HI-Fl"
118 MAIN STREET
/QM KROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Symposia
6. A companion
for hams
9. Literary effort
on a towel
12. A burly
folk singer
13. Package
from horns
14. Slang for
arbitrator
15. Cock-and-bull-
story dispenser
(2 words)
17. Health resort
18. Kind of angle
19. With Kools
your throat
feels -
21. Mims Millay
23. Piece of music
requiring study?
24. What the crowd
lets out
25. Magnetic
music makers
26. Creditor (abbr.)
27. What you do
after 4 hours on
a fast horse
30. Decorate
$4. 'ten (Pho-
netic military)
85. Moolah in India
36. New kind of
ness
41. Bristle
42. An outfit
43. The person who
got you into
all of this
45. A card
46. Lower
47. Don't feel
so good
4$. Formerly first
49. Intra-fraternity
competition
60. Foxy
DOWN
1. Kools come
regular or king-
size with - -
2. Exceed
3. Victoria -
4. An Egyptian
wiggler
6. She's French
6. The lowest
scorer wins
7. Play -
8. Williams-type
Desire
9. When in the
library
(2 words)
10. Get in the way
11. Double in -
16. Biblical city
20. Classical
dance tune
22. Miss Francis
27. Of the stars
28. The tobacco in
Kool is -
29. Usually, when
you're kissed
you're -
31. Manon, Aida,
etc.
32. Follow again
33. Pretty close
37. English cousin
of 8 Down
88. Goddess of
Youth
39. Equal of the
French
40. What the sundoes every
morning
44. The lat half of
a child's saw
BANGOR
No. 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11
12 13 14
, 15 16 17
18 19 20
21 22
ARE YOU KCEDI-
ENOUGH 'TO
WRACK This 
2
24
27 28 29
?5
25
30 31 32 33
3 4 35
36 37 38 39 40 41
42 43 44
45 46 47
48 49 50
What a wonderful difference when you
switch to Snow Fresh KOOL! At once
your mouth feels clean and cool...
your throat feels smoothed, refreshed!
Enjoy the most refreshing experience
In smoking. Smoke KOOL ... with
mild, mild menthol ...for a cleaner,
fresher taste all through the day!
Answer on Pg. 00
8001 GIVES YOU A CH010E-REQULAR...
Off -KING-SIZE WITH raxami
•1958. Oro., &V. Lilian-loon Tobacco Corp.
MILD MIINTMOL
KING-51
1958 Leadership
Conference Plans
The 1958 Leadership Conference,
which will take place Oct. 17 and
18, in the Memorial Union, will
revolve around the theme "The
Problems of an Expanding Cam-
pus".
The purpose of this year's con-
ference is to outline the expected
growth in the student body dur-
ing the next few years, and to
realize the problems it will create
in certain fields.
Discussion groups will be held
on the following topics: Student-
Faculty Relations. Student-Ad-
ministration Relations, Housing,
Class Organization, Student Gov-
ernment, and Culture, which will
include concerts, exhibits, lectures,
campus newspaper, WORO, etc.
Members of the Conference com-
mittee are: Alice Lane, chairman;
Norine Hunt, secretary; John
Hennings, treasurer; Dr. David R.
Find, advisor; Donald and Elaine
Marquis, Joellen Anderson, Mari-
lyn Leslie, and Enid M. Marshall.
ORONOKA
RESTAURANT
Catering to
Weddings
Banquets
Parties
Orono 6-2169
Well Baby Cli
Announces Scll&lule
Dr. Eugene Brown, pediatrition
from Bangor, will bee& th,e Mrs.
Maine Well Baby Clinic, en pct. 4,
Nov. 15, Dec. 13 and. Jan. 2.4
The( clinic will be. held in the
South Estabrooke basement and
all students' children from one
month to six years old are
eligible to attend.: Calls may
be made by appointment only,
which may be secured by con.!
Meting Mrs. Joli Rauiston, 17A,
South Apts., or tall Orono 6-2224..
The schedule ,for the clinic is as
follows: 1:30 p.m., physicals for
$.60; 2 p.m., J.P.T. shots and
boosters, $.50; 2:.1.5 p.m.,. vaccina-
tions, $.45.
A polio clinic will also be held
on Oct. 18 from 1:30 - 2:30 p.m.
FOR RENT
Single Room
for Rent
To Male Student
Available now
Near Campus
56 Park Street
Orono 6-3515
Hillson Achievement Award
to Judy Clark Rankin
President of Gamma Chi Alpha
for her outstanding work in building a firm foundation for the
sorority which is becoming national this week.
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE -FREE
HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street Orono 6-3647
"CAMPUS CUTIES"
Flannelette
Sleepers
Your choice - only
Baby Doll. flannelette 2-pc., full
cut, double stitched at major seams
. . . ask for DAINTREE
Full length flannelette pajamas,
2-pc.. full cut for sleeping com-
fort . . . ask for FRESHIE
FREESE'S
SECOND FLOOR
PHONE 7$41
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First University Of Maine Library Was In Fernald Hall
Feature Editor. Mary Irving
Photography, Paul Pearson
A corner room of Fernald Hall
seined as the first University
of Maine Library. It was moved
to Coburn hail in IsSS. In a
short time it became obvious that
more space was IlePOPII• and in
1906 the Unliersity's first separate
library building. Carnegie Hall,
was built. This was sufficient
for a while. but during the next
40 yea^ the library grew and
grew until it became elident that
a new library was needed. The
present library was completed In
1941.
Twenty-two students hold jobs
in the University Library. Some
students work at the desk in the
reserved book room. Others work
at the circulation desk. They get
books from the stacks, search for
lost books, and shelve books on
the "reading" shelves placing
them in the right order. In the
catalogue room they label books,
do book mending, and make signs
for bookshelves.
The majority of the books over
ten years old are kept in the
"stacks". The State of Maine col-
lection is kept in here. To gain
entrance to the stacks, one must
have a "stack permit" signed by
a faculty advisor and the librarian.
Many graduate students and
faculty members use the stacks,
but anybody with a good reason
is allowed to use them for re-
search. There are twenty-two
desks available on each floor.
In the catalogue room new
books are ordered, catalogued,
and lettered, and old books are
mended. The Library of Congress
card catalogue is in this room
also.
The University of Maine Collec-
tion is located in the corner of
the catalogue room. This col-
lection includes everything that
has ever been written or published
by students, faculty, or alumni of
the University of Maine.
The Microfilm room is found
next to the Bass Room on the sec-
ond floor. Anybody who knows
how is free to read microfilm here
at any time.
The Joseph P. Bass Roots is
located on the second floor near
the circulation lobby. This is a
room in which students may read
the newspaper or just relax. To
the right of the Bass room is the
Reference Room. Encyclopedias,
directories, and booklets on prac-
tically every topic can be found
here. The Technology Reading
Room is located on the western
side of the building and contains
all kinds of technological informa-
tion. In the Reserve Book Room
on the first floor, material can be
reserved by instructors for ape-
Marcia Dolley, '62, gets a book from Cynth.a Downing, '61, at the Reserve Book Desk
Cornelia Proctor, '61, reads microfilm.
cial assignments to their classes. plays. At present a photo exhibit,
The Louis Oakes room is used "The Face Of America", Is being
frequently for meetings and dis- , shown.
s'tk.41115.. •    •
•;";
Students find books by using the card catalogue.
Ben Adams, '62, and Sherwood Prout, '59, do research in the "stacks".
The library provides several quiet, comfortable study rooms.
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©TO ftieL10-.7
DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER!
Change to UM and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better
taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's L'31 combines these two essentials
of modern smoking enjoyment—less tars and more taste—in one great cigarette.
'
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Delta Zeta To Sponsor
Stag Dance And Fair
After last weekend's rally and game.
this weekend is going to be a quiet
one. The stag dance after the rally,
last Friday night, was sponsored by
the Home Ec Club. Music was by
Nat Diamond.
Saturday, there was an After-the-
Game Party at the U . Dale
Whitney provided the music for the
`CAA Stag Dance at the gym that
evening. TEP and Phi Kap had rec-
ord hops at their houses.
Monday evening. WAA held its an-
nual picnic in the Women's Athletic
Field.
The Delta Zeta Animal Fair will
be held this Friday, from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. in the Women's Lounge of
the Union. Sandra Sweeney is the
chairman. This is a very busy week-
end for the DZ's as they are sponsor-
ing a Stag Dance in the Main Lounge
of the Union. Music will be by Les
Nadeau and a door prize will be
awarded.
PINNED: Constance Ilam to
James Dineen, Harvard; Linda An-
derson to Tom Carmichael, SAE:
Kay Sawyer to Pete Hannah. Sigrmi
Chi; DoraLou Dunnack to Rodne,
Campbell, ATO. Iowa State: Judy
Holmes to Dave Fulton, NI NIA: Jane
Wilson to Phil Dow, Lambda Chi
Alpha; Kim Haskell, Staten Island.
to Alan Nichols, Lambda Chi Alpha:
Carol Quigg to Curt Rose, Lambda
Chi Alpha; Beverly Knowlton, Ips-
wich, Mass., to Ed Healy, Delta Tau
Delta; Karin Roebuck, Wellesley
College. to Charles Stansel, Sigma
Phi Epsilon; Joan Kelso., Katherine
Gibbs. Boston, to Pat Riley, ATO.
ENGAGED: Margaret Chase to
Phil Marston, Lambda Chi Alpha;
Gloria Burnell to Dick Leask,
Poetry Hour Schedules
Annual Series Programs
A series of twenty-eight Poetry
Hours has been scheduled at the
University of Maine, extending
from October 7 to May 19. These
Poetry Hours will be held in the
Women's Lounge of the Me 'jai
Uni )))) each Tuesday afternoon at
four o'clock. Professor John E.
Ilankins, head of the English de-
partment, will read poems by
Sidney Lanier on October 7.
MARRIED: Beverly Gould to Ed
Covey, Sigma Chi; Carolyn Nasun
to Pete Hither, Sigma Chi; Dixie
Nogler to Wayne Sanborn, Sigma
Chi; Alene Goodin to Ken Nelson,
Sigma Chi; Judy Pendelton '57 to
Lambda Chi Alpha; Sally' Johnson, Jack Coffin '56, Sigma Chi; Janice
Dedham, Mass., to Charles MarDon- Goff, Gardiner, to Earl Wilder, Del-
aid, Delta Tau Delta; Betsy Flynn to
Walter Sweet, Delta Tau Delta; Syl-
via Reed, Waterville, to Robert Pou-
lin, Delta Tau Delta: Lora Lenz to
George McVety, Beta Theta Pi,
Mass. College of Pharmacy.
ta Tau Delta; Karen Richmond,
Medford, Mass., to John Dudley,
Delta Tau Delta; Carol Canney to
Sheldon Craig, Delta Tau Delt,i
Ann Hutchinson, Waterville. to Lar-
ry Safford, Delta Tau Delta .
MAINE MARKETING CLUB
Presents film
"Formation of the Stock Market"
New members are welcome
Wed., Oct. 8-7 p.m. Me rial Union
Elliott To Speak To IFC
President Elliott has accepted an I
invitation to speak at a special Inter;
Fraternity Council meeting next Tues-
day, according to Don Cookson, presi-
dent of the Council.
IFC rushing rules regarding contact
with first semester freshmen will ht:
strictly enforced, Cookson announced
Tuesday. The rushing rules state spe-
cifically that no freshman may attend
a meal, party or smoker at a fra-
ternity.
"Some agitation exists for the adop-
lion of a double penalty." Cookson
said. "The possibility of penalizing
freshmen who are reported at parties.
meals or smokers has been discussed
by the council." he said.
Maximum penalty for freshmen
who violate the rushing rule would be
deferment from rushing for one year.
As yet no definite action has been
taken by the council, he said.
Student Hospitalized
A University of Maine sopho-
more, James E. Stevens, was in-
jured and hospitalized early Sun-
day morning when he fell asleep,
causing the automobile he was
driving to leave the highway, ac-
cording to John Stewart, dean of
men. The extent of his injuries
are not known at present. The
accident occurred near the vic-
tim's home in Gorham, Maine.
VIRGIE'S
Why not ask about
our Budget Plan?
Mill St., Orono
THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE
 DONE
 BUT TODAY'S UM GIVES YOU-
A hundred points in a
basketball game by one
player! They said it
couldn't be done. But in
1953, 6'9" Clarence (Bevo)
Francis, of Ohio's tiny
Rio Grande College, re-
wrote the record books
with his phenomenal
scoring feats, including a
116-point spree in a single
game. Bevo's season to-
tal: 1,954 points.
.41-111 CO.
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Light into that Live Modern flavor!
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Coeds Prepare For
Annual Frosh-Soph
Homecoming Game
By Beatrice Reynolds
From now until October 25, numer-
ous athletically-minded students will
take a whack at practicing their for-
ward lunges, tackles, dribbles, drives,
passing, and dodges on Mondays
through Thursdays, 4-5 p.m. and Fri-
days, 3-4:00 p.m.
With stick gripped in hand, the
coeds will get into the swing of things
—mainly in preparation for the ap-
proaching dorm and class tournaments
and the annual Homecoming game.
The "Frosh-Soph Hat Game" will
round out the hockey season. This
game is the determining factor for
those Frosh who prefer not to wear
their beanies the big week-end of No-
vember 1. Manager for the fall sport
is Linda Bowden assisted by Deborah
Arnold and loan Brown.
Freshmen—now is the time to ac-
cumulate points toward numerals,
letters, seals, and emblems! 100 points
are given for playing in 3/4 of the
scheduled hockey periods and having
a minimum of 4 practices.
Word has buzzed around that if
there are enough students vying in the
archery tourney, an individual one
would be scheduled. Practices are
Wednesdays, 4-5:00 p.m. and Satur-
days, 10-11 a.m.
The second meeting of the Na-
tional Education Association will
be held at 7 p.m. October 9, in
the Lown Room of the Memorial
Union. All interested members
are urged to attend.
morS GRILL
Famous for good food
Banquets, Parties
Hammond St., Bangor
CANOE CITY
LAUNDROMAT
Specializing in
Quick Service for
Bachelor washes
Shirts
Dry cleaning
Opposite Woolen Mill
Old Town, Me.
GOLDSMITH'S
FOR
SLACKS
POLISHED CHINOS
in
COPPER
ANTELOPE
CHARCOAL
SUNTAN
IT. BILE
DK. STRIPE
IT. STRIPE
BLACK
3 SHADES OF CORDUROY
DON'T SAY YOU
CAN'T FIND IT
UNTIL YOU TRY
GOLDSMITH'S
FIRST!
THE MAINE CAMPUS
HE GOT THIS ONE OFF.—Rhode Island's highly rated quarter-
back, Roger Pearson, gets off pass with Maine's Maury Dore (84)
practically on top of him. Pearson later completed 77 yard pass
play for only Ram score in Maine's 37-8 victory. (Photo by Pearson)
Candidates For Rifle Teams Meet
All candidates for the Freshman,
ROTC, and Varsity Rifle Teams will
meet in classroom A, Armory, at 7
p.m. Tuesday.
The purpose of this meeting is to
schedule times of firing prior to the
elimination matches. It is requested
that all present bring their schedule
cards. Everyone interested is invited
to attend, whether or not he has had
any past experience in Riflery.
Orono, Maine, October 2, 1958
Parking Lot Expansion Planned
"University trustees approved a
project to enlarge the parking lot near
the Stillwater river," states Francis
S. McGuire, director of plant and
facilities.
McGuire reports that the park- I
ing lot, which now holds approxi-
mately two-hundred-fifty auto-
mobiles, will be expanded to hold
approximately one hundred more.
Parker Cushman, Maintenance En-
gineer, has started work on it and '
hopes to have it substantially fin-
ished in time for President Elliott's
Inauguration on October 24, he said.
The present parking lot is now
filled. This leaves little or no
room to maneuver snowplows dur-
ing the winter season.
The first meeting of the For-
estry Club will be held at the
Union, Wednesday, October 1, at
7:00 p.m.
Mellow Tones
DANCE GROUP
Specialty
Post-game Jam Sessions
and
Fraternity Dances
Contact Lou Coulombe
Kappa Sigma House
•
•
A PURE WHITE MODERN FILTER
is only the beginning of a WINSTON
les what's
up front
that counts
. • k.":7
FILTER-BLEND 
up front.. .fine, flavorful
tobaccos, specially processed
for filter smoking
A .
It J Reynold. 'rob. 1:0.,
Wirt.ton-Salem, N. C.
WINSTON TASTES GOOD LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD.'
•
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McCall Aiming
To Give Maine
Top Cage Team
"We know we will be a small team
with little experience, but we hate to
lose, and we will have a hard-fighting
group," says Coach Brian McCall,
summing up Maine's basketball
chances in the 1958-59 season.
This is McCall's first year at the
University after coaching seven
'ears in top flight high school
basketball in Ohio. He coached
six years at Cleveland Cathedral
Latin, where one of his teams
went undefeated in 24 games
with an average of 92 points per
game, and was generally consid-
ered "Ohio's best." Last year he
coached at Willoughby High
School near Cleveland. His sev-
en year record is 87 wins and 33
losses, a winning percentage of
72.5% Certainly he has not be-
come too used to losing.
Since he hasn't seen the other
teams, Coach McCall is not too sure
of Maine's chances in the State Series
and the Yankee Conference this win-
ter. Maine has several veterans back
from last year's varsity, which won
8 and lost 12, and a fine group of
Sophomores from last year's unde-
feated Freshman team, but the Bears
still have to contend with their per-
ennial problem—the lack of a good
his-man.
He is impressed with the Bears'
spirit, shown in closing their 57-58
campaign with a 5 game winning
streak. The tall coach's style of play
is not set—it varies according to game
circumstances—except that "... we
will move and break fast."
Born and brought up in Ohio,
McCall attended Dayton Univer-
ity, where he played on the bas-
ketball team under nationally fa-
mous Coach Torn Blackburn and
captained the team in his senior
ear. Ile holds a B.S. degree from
Dayton University and a M.A.
degree from Ohio State Univer-
.ity.
He and his wife and four children
are making their home in Orono.
Coach McCall is impressed with the
wholesome, friendly atmosphere of
the University and with the facilities
present. He is non-committal, how-
ever, about the Maine weather.
Within The Walls
Rick Brennan
Sunday afternoon saw the opening
of the 1958 intramural touch football
schedule with sixteen fraternities
clashing on the field.
In two bitterly contested games
Delta Tau Delta outlasted l'hi
Eta Kappa and SAE edged out
Sigma Phi Epsilon. Neither SAE
nor Delta Tau could win in the
tke minute overtime period, but
both managed to subdue their
rivals in the succeeding period.
According to intramural rules, if
two teams emerge from a five minute
overtime still tied, each team takes
the ball at midfield and attempts to
advance the ball in four plays. Which-
ever team advances the ball the farth-
est is the victor. Such was the case in
these two games.
In other contests Lambda Chi Alpha
rolled over Tau Epsilon Phi, 30 to 6,
and Kappa Sigma crushed Alpha
Gamma Rho, 42 to 0. in the most
one-sided game of the day. Tau Kap-
pa Epsilon outfought Theta Chi. 18
to 6. and Sigma Nu romped over Beta
Theta Pi, 24 to 0. Phi Mu Delta stifled
Phi Gamma Delta's efforts to take a
14 to 0 decision. Alpha Tau Omega
fell victim to Sigma Chi and came out
on the short end of a 12 to 0 score.
Phi Kappa Sigma, being the
only fraternity that didn't play
Sunday, will oppose Tau Kappa
Epsilon this coming Sunday, Oc-
totter 5.
No this Sunday will see the be-
i.inning of intramural football for the
dor in tories.
SMASH!—Maine's John Welch (44) crashes into the Rhode Islandline for another of his sizable gains as Chuck Eberbach (33) tries
to open the gates for John. (Photos by Pearson)
Maine Harriers
Slight Favorite
In First Meet
LET GO, WILL YA!—The field was wet, the skies were mourning,
and the audience was soaked, but the elements failed to stop the
ICI011s Maine attack shown here with Dick Pottle (60) leading the
interference for an unidentified Maine back trying to shake off a
Rhode Island tackler.
Two Down And Six To Go;
Bears Invade Vermont
By Jay Nutter
Coach Ed Styrna says that Maine
w ill probably send eight men to its first
cross country meet this Saturday
against Massachusetts, Northeastern,
and Springfield.
They are Bill Daly, Dale Bessey,
Carl McDonald, Bob Dean, Mike
Cheney, Charlie Akers, Will Spencer,
and Stan Weeks. Daly and Bessey
are set as the number one and two
men respectively. There is a real  
scramble for positions three through I
seven.
Senior Carl McDonald is not
the runner he was last year and
will be hard pressed to take the
number three rating. The last
five positions will probably hinge
on the outcome of the first meet.
Redmen Top Foe
Styrna says that Massachusetts will
be the team to beat in this first meet.
The Redmen lost their first two men
but the squad is very deep and has
good balance. Massachusetts was on
the fringe of being a good team last
year but never got a really good per-
formance from all seven men any
one day. The Redmen have two good
thinclads up from their freshman
squad in Buschman and Barron who
finished thirteen and seventeen in the
New England frosh meet last fall.
Northeastern also looks full of
fight. They are led by Tonasier
who won the New England frosh
meet two years ago. Northeastern
returns all but one from last
year's fair team. They have a
good boy up from the frosh team,
Abelin, who placed fourth in the
1957 frosh meet.
The remaining team in this quad-
rangular meet. Springfield, is hard to
figure. They had a rather weak team
last season but picked up two good
newcomers from their freshman ranks
in Williams and Malone. Springfield's
first three men are back and this team
could cause trouble, but on paper
they figure to finish last in the meet.
Maine's freshman team this year
will be headed by a real standout,
Mike Kimball, who is a former Deer-
ing High School cross country star.
Styrna says this boy is so good he
could make the varsity squad right
now. Only the rule about freshmen
being ineligible to participate on var-
sity teams is stopping Styrna from
using Mike on the varsity.
Other freshmen who look like
first team potential are Thorn-
ton Academy's Frank Morse,
Fairfield High's Bob Keup, Lin-
coln Academy's Forest Hunt,
Bangor's William Bowler, Bar-
ney Gallnsky from New York
State, and Henry Moore. Other
freshmen out for cross country
are Bob Mahlmon, James Foley,
Stan Weeks, Ed Jones, and Joel
Chaisson.
By Ron Drogin
With their first two starts successfully completed, Maine's Black
Bears take to the road this weekend to face the University of Ver-
mont at Burlington.
Maine will be a slight favorite over the improved Catamounts.
With the addition of some out- pears to have speed, ability and
depth all-around for the first
time in four years. Coach Ed
Donnelly has 14 lettermen return-
ing and they are evenly distribut-
ed throughout the positions.
standing members of last season's
frosh team and the return of
some key lettermen, Vermont ap-
Beaitqaci4
By
Ron Drogin
Sports Editor
Advice to the love-torn and the weak and weary...
If you fall under these categories, just take a look at the Little
Man in the Black Beret. You see, he falls under these three cate-
gories. But have no fear, as he is not saddened by his deficiencies
for he is always thinking about the eleven men who represent him
and his school on the football field this fall. And for him, it is a
happy thought as he has eleven topnotch ballplayers representing
him. He becomes even happier when he realizes that these players
are not paid to represent his school or even pampered for playing,
but are participating for the pleasure of the sport.
Another thing keeping our Little Man in the Black Beret
happy is the prospective success in the forthcoming basketball sea-
son. Although he has yet to meet the new head coach, Brian McCall,
he has heard many wonderful reports about this ex-Dayton star.
McCall is giving many early indications that he will make his squad
perform to their very best and will not allow any sort of lackadaisi-
cal performances. McCall has already announced tryouts on Octo-
ber 15 for frosh and upperclassmen in basketball. Prospective
candidates should sign up on the week of October 6th. Coach Mc-
Call can be reached in the office of the Track Coach in the Men's
Gym.
Choices of the Week:
The Little Man in the Black Beret says that Maine
will wallop Vermont by 18, Tufts will tumble Bates by 12.
Wesleyan will roll over Bowdoin by 12. Williams will just
get by Colby with a little bit of luck, Connecticut will
cream American International by at least 40 points,
Massachusetts will climb to a 6 point victory over Bran-
deis, and New Hampshire will rake Rhode Island into
camp by 18.
With a nodding of his Black Beret, he further states that the
New York Yankees will defeat the Milwaukee Braves in spite of
Carlton Willey, who should have pitched for the University of Maine.in six games.
Donnelly's best back, Gerry Herli-
hy, is out of action with an injury.
Nevertheless. Donnelly does have of-
fensive threats in backs Bob Fiance,
second string quarterback of last
year. Roy Greene and newcomer Rock
Fournii.r.' The Catamount line is
anchored by Captain Phil Chalifoux
at guard and center Fred Branch,
a sophomore.
Vermont, which lost to the Bears
last year by 49-0, began their season
last weekend against the Coast Guard
Academy at New London. The Cata-
mounts and Midshipmen wound up
in a 30-30 tie. Maine will be the
only conference opponent this year for
Vermont.
Bears Befuddle Rams
In horrible weather, Maine, led
by a trio of brilliant halfbacks,
defeated the Rhode Island Rams,
37-8, last week at Orono. For the
Bears, it was their second straight
conference victory.
Maine capitalized on four early
Rhode Island miscues. The first big
break of the game came on a poor
pass from center Atich sailed over the
Ram's Johnny Rollins' outstretched
arms rolling back to the Rhode Island
25 where Maine's Ed Manson recov-
ered. in the ensuing eight plays. Maine
scored the first touchdown of the
game when fullback John Theriault
crashed over from the I. Quarterback
Bob Pickett completed a pass to
Manson for the two extra points.
Second Big Break
Maine's second break came soon
after as a Rhode Island offsides pen-
alty kept alive a Bear offensive threat
which would have died save for the
penalty which gave Maine a first
down. This occurred on a 75 yard
drive which resulted in a second Maine
touchdown with Pickett picking up
the six pointer and running around
right end for two more to give the
Bears a 16-0 lead.
The next Maine break broke the
game wide open as it resulted in a
third Maine score.
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Take Cover Alert
Will Strike Maine
Campus October 9
(Continued from Page One)
Those persons living in fraternity
houses or who are in the Union Build-
ing. the Library, the Gym, or Alumni
Hall will remain indoors with no
designated spot. The inhabitants of
the North Dorms will remain in their
rooms only.
There will be no "all clear" signal.
In an actual attack, there would be
varying degrees of damage in fall out
and fire, therefore the supervisory
people will time the exercise and in-
struct the people when to leave.
The 2nd, 3rd and 4th days of
the civil defense program, state-
wide, are for the purpose of per-
sonnel training. The members of
the state and local civil defense
teams will be instructed in com-
munications, feeding people, tak-
ing care of sick and injured and
the like.
This program has never been car-
ried out on the campus before as it
has never come at a practical time.
Any previous programs would have
forced interruptions of classes with a
"take cover" signal. However, with
the present emphasis on civil defense,
it was felt that this above type of
program would be beneficial in the
case of a real attack.
The Safety and Civil Defense
Committee is composed of Wil-
liam C. Wells, Parker Cushman,
Roger Taylor, Arthur Randall,
John Beamsderfer, Clarence Ben-
nett, Benjamin Speicher. Francis
McGuire, and Harry Watson.
-The earnest cooperation cf all is
required to make this practice alert
as successful as it must be for future
effective use," said McGuire, chair-
man of the committee.
Debate Meeting
Held Tuesday
The first combined meeting of the
Maine Debating Council and Pi Kap-
pa Delta, national honorary forensic
society, was held Tuesday.
Will Freeman. president of the
council, introduced the officers and
explained the requirements for mem-
bership to this organization. Any
person interested in membership must
have engaged in three recognized in-
tercollegiate debates. This local or-
ganization also sets up the basis on
which debate awards are made.
The Council presents, at the
end of each scholastic year, the
University of Maine Debate Key
to worthy members. As the per-
son requalifies each year, an addi-
tional jewel is added to the key.
thus making it possible for a per-
son to graduate having received
four jewels on his debate key.
At this time, Lester Reid. presi-
dent of Pi Kappa Delta, is the only
member of the forensic group work-
ing on his fourth jewel. Will Freeman
is working on his third, and the fol-
lowing people are eligible for their
second jewel: James Bishop, Larry
Cilley, Peter Emmett, John Philbrick,
Don Sweeney. Richard Bennett, John
Dennis, David Downing, Kenneth
Hayes, Joseph McKenna, Nathan
Rich and Richard Sibo.
At this meeting, first year de-
bate keys were awarded to the
ft-Mowing: James Bishop, Larry
Cilley, Peter Emmett, John l'hil-
brick and Don Sweeney.
Lester Reid. president of Pi Kappa
Delta. outlined the workings of that
organization. This national society
consists of 125 chapters. of which
Beta chapter at the University of
Maine is the only chapter in New
England.
To qualify for membership in
this organization, a person must
have participated in 5 intercolle-
giate debates.
Display Color Photographs
In Library During October
Color photographs by Ivan Dmitri will be on display through
the month of October in the Louis Oakes room of the library.
People are Dmitri's favorite sub-
jects; "I try to catch not just their
features, but their personalities," he
says. In photographing people, espe-
cially for the Saturday Evening Post,
for which he has done over two
hundred assignments, he often sees
in an everyday street scene a mood
or a glance that is ageless.
Typical of this sensitivity and
technique are several of Dmitri's
"The Face of America" camera
studies which are included in the
exhibition.
Born Levon West in South Dakota
in 1900, his early flair for art was
temporarily suppressed by a study of
business administration at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, but upon gradu-
ation he went to New York, to draw.
Dmitri still attaches the name West
to his etchings, but uses his profes-
sional name, Dmitri, for photography.
Etchings wouldn't sell during
the depression; West turned to
photography. And when Eastman
Kodak developed a natural color
film, it was he who first realized
the possibilities of the invention
and sold the idea of color-film
photography to the Post.
Vets' Checks Due
Veterans' September checks are
due in 206 Library after October
20. Because a few checks will
come in daily, a list will be post-
ed at the west stairway on the
ground floor of the Library show-
ing whose checks are upstairs.
The October checks will be due
November 20 and they should all
be here that day, according to
Betty Reid.
Dmitri photographed the Post's first
inside color spread, Five Hours to
Bermula, in 1937, when Post en-
gravers solved the problems posed by
the new film and the process of color-
plate making.
But artist or photographer,
Ivan Dmitri reveals in his work
his chief interest, people.
Weekend Climb
Set By MOC
The Maine Outing Club is holding
its annual fall outing at Mt. Katandin,
Maine's highest mountain, this week
end.
Some 40 students will leave the Uni-
versity campus at various times this
Friday afternoon and travel to Roar-
ing Brook Campsite, which is located
about 20 miles west of Millinocket.
The club members will then hike
the 3.3 miles to Chimney Pond where
they will camp for the week end in
Adirondack lean-tos.
Saturday and Sunday the club mem-
bers will hike up to Baxter Peak,
5,200 feet above sea level, the highest
point of land in Maine, and to other
points of interest and scenery such as
the Knife Edge, Index Rock and the
Saddle.
•
GET SATISFVNG PLAVOR
So friendly to your taste!
See how
Pall Mall's
greater length
of fine tobaccos
filters the smoke
and makes it
mild —but does not
filter out that
satising
-flavor!
No flat'filtered-ourflavor!
No dry"smoked-out"taste!
You can
light either
end!
FOR FLAVOR AND MILDNESS, FINE TOBACCO FILTERS BEST
I You get greater length of the to Pall Moll's greoter length fl Filters it over, under, around and
finest tobaccos money can buy L. filters the smoke naturally.
 10 through Poll Moll's fine toboccosl
Outstanding. and they are Mild.
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